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Child Safety  Solent Blinds fully comply with the new child safety standards for internal blinds which were published by the British Standards on 28 February 2014.    The new standard aims to protect babies and young children by:  
ü Installation of child safe blinds to ALL HOMES whether children are present of not 
ü Limitations on cord and chain lengths 
ü Safety devices for preventing any cords or chains from creating a      hazardous loop 
ü The fitting of safety devices on cords and chains at the point of              manufacture 
ü The testing of all safety critical      components of internal blinds 
ü Safety warnings and product          instructions   
* Ultra-Fresh is trademark of Thomson Research Associates, Canada 

Blinds to suit any living space  In addition to giving you privacy and  protection from the external  environment, Solent Blinds wide range of fabrics will also add a touch of style to your room. Vibrant colourways, bold,  imaginative prints and subtle jacquards - these are just some of the highlights of our extensive fabric collection. Add to that our faux suedes, grass weaves,  natural fabrics and the revolutionary  Louvolite Perfect Fit® and OneTouch  Motorised blinds and you have a simply stunning collection from which to choose when creating your interior designs.  OneTouch™ Motorised Blinds  OneTouch™ is an innovative new range of battery operated and mains powered window blinds that have be designed to offer you choice, affordability and  forward thinking technology. OneTouch™ blinds are available as roller, roman and vision blinds.  

High Performance  Solent Blinds fabrics are treated with high        performance coatings that help protect interiors from the extremes of solar glare. Look out for fabrics that offer extra  protection such as SPC® (anti-glare) and Ultra-Fresh* (anti-bacterial & kills MRSA). Many of our vertical fabrics are also  machine washable to help keep them fresh and looking great.  Pollergen™  We can provide some relief from  
hayfever with Pollergen™, a brand new patented fabric coating by Louvolite.  
Pollergen™ coated fabrics will de-nature up to 50% of pollen when the two come into contact, so a deployed blind can  dramatically decrease the amount of  active pollen that can enter a room.   





Roller Blinds 
Blinds to suit any living space  Roller blinds are simple in design, stylish and easy to  operate. The blind can be rolled up or down to achieve the required level of shading for you.  Solent Blind’s roller blind collection is an exciting mix of  fabrics specially selected to compliment and co-ordinate with any room in the home.  Whether it’s one of our modern designs for your living room, a blackout fabric for the bedroom or a water  resistant print for the bathroom, all our blinds are  individually manufactured to your unique specification.  You can also add those finishing touches, decorative  scallops, braids, pulls, poles and eyelets to personalise your choice and co-ordinate with your interior design scheme. 





Blinds to suit any living space  Vertical blinds offer your maximum flexibility and creativity. The innovative design allows the louvres to be drawn neatly back to the side to offer clear views. The louvres can also be rotated 180 degrees allowing you to control light levels within any room, yet maintain privacy.  The vertical fabric range is an eclectic mix of beautiful  jacquard weaves and designs in contemporary colourways, exotic grass effects, organic hues and luxury metallic  lustres, all of which will create window blinds of pure  distinction.   Our vertical blind fabrics also feature special finishes which allow them to be easily maintained to keep your blinds looking great for many years to come. 

Vertical Blinds 





Blinds to suit any living space  Add a touch of style and luxury to your room with visage, a brand new window blind that revolutionises the way that light and privacy is controlled, bringing a soft and soothing ambience to your room.  Visage is made up of two layers of soft fabric connected by horizontal sheer vanes that gently filter sunlight whilst maintaining different levels of privacy and UV protection as the blind is raised or lowered.  The beautiful and decorative Visage blind forms a superior window furnishing that brings a feeling of warmth and  security into your home through its soft undulating design and unique operation.  

Visage Blinds 





Blinds to suit any living space  The vision blind combines the ideal balance of privacy and light control with the fashionable, eye-catching trend of bold stripes and colour blocking.  Easy to use, a single control is used to slide the opaque and translucent woven stripes past each other. The same  operation is used to raise or lower the blind to any height in the window with ease, in the same way a roller blind would.  The exceptional vision range features sheer metallics,  delicate subtle tones and natural wood weave effects along with the new capri colour range, the perfect collection for any room. 

Vision Blinds 





Blinds to suit any living space  The roman blind collection combines style, elegance and sophistication to produce a window dressing that is  absolutely stunning.  New roman blinds look and feel like traditional roman blinds but with the added practicality and performance of a roller blind.  Roman blinds can be used in any room of the house  whether you require a privacy blackout fabric for the  bedroom or a light filtering fabric for the conservatory. 

Roman Blinds 





Blinds to suit any living space  A versatile and contemporary way to control light, glare, view and privacy. The panel blind provides an innovative shading solution for larger windows and patio doors that looks fantastic in both contemporary and traditional settings.  A panel blind also looks stunning as a room divider that can be used to great effect in creating new living spaces within a modern home.  When open, the panels stack neatly behind one another allowing maximum light to enter the room. Sliding the panels into the closed position creates a unique fabric screen that provides light control and privacy. 

Panel Blinds 





Blinds to suit any living space  This classic window blind style allows you to adjust the lighting levels instantly by altering the angle of the slat. The slat is available in either wood for a traditional feel or  aluminium for a more contemporary look.   There is a huge a range of slat styles available in a range of exotic colours, subtle shades and dynamic effects.  Whether you want to keep it simple with a plain neutral   colour, make an impact with a bright bold colour or be a  little adventurous with a metallic or pearlescent finish, you are sure to find something to compliment any room in your home. 

Venetian Blinds 





Blinds to suit any living space  Liven up your windows with pleated blinds. Pleated blinds combine the key elements of flexibility, design and performance that sets them apart from other blinds.   Choose pleated blinds to provide a true focal point to any room or to provide the necessary control for heat and light in a conservatory or atrium.   The ability to furnish awkward or difficult window shapes makes our pleated performance blinds a popular choice in conservatories to keep you cooler in summer and warmer in winter. 

Pleated Blinds 





Blinds to suit any living space  You can now filter daylight and increase privacy more easily with One Touch motorised - helping us to think differently about how we control light and shade in our home.  One Touch motorised blinds can be raised or lowered at the touch of a button using a unique wand for single blinds, or a simple to use remote control for single or multiple blinds.  One Touch is available for every room and is a cool and  stylish addition to the home. Whether it’s for windows that are difficult to reach, a child safe solution to children’s  bedrooms or just for the convenience that automation offers in sitting rooms, the One Touch is for you. 

One Touch Blinds 





Blinds to suit any living space  Perfect Fit® is a revolutionary system that enables window blinds to be fitted perfectly onto most double glazed  windows and doors, with no holes drilled into your UPVC frames. The unique Perfect Fit® blind fits neatly onto the window and enhances your privacy because there are no gaps down the side of the blind.  Whether you select a contemporary design for the living room, a blackout fabric for the bedroom or a moisture  resistant print for the bathroom, our blind collection in combination with the Perfect Fit® system is the ultimate in style and safety.  Quick and easy to install, stylish and contemporary in  appearance, choose Perfect Fit® to complement your roller, pleated and venetian blinds for that extra finishing touch. 

Perfect Fit® Blinds 





Solent Blinds is a family run company that manufactures,  supplies and installs window blind products.  Widely recognised as a professional company with particular focus on customer service and  innovative approach, Solent Blinds is proud to bring window furnishing of real quality to the market.  Every Solent Blind is designed in accordance with proven  principles to high technical specifications that ensure it will  provide performance and reliability for many years to come.   Solent Blinds takes its environmental responsibilities seriously and is dedicated to producing products using environmentally friendly practices.  Whichever fabric you select from our range, rest assured that  it will reflect only the very best of British design and  manufacturing principles. 

Make a difference with Solent Blinds 
Make a difference and choose a Solent Blinds window blind. Whether it’s one of our urban designs for your living or dining room, a blackout fabric for the bedroom, a water resistant print for the bathroom or Perfect Fit® for your conservatory, all our blinds are individually manufactured to your unique  specification.  All blinds are made to measure Select from a wide choice of fabric colours & materials Manufactured using specialist, high quality materials Durable operating systems UK manufactured fabrics and components  Roller Blinds Vertical Blinds Roman & Panel Blinds Pleated Blinds Vision & Visage Blinds Venetian Blinds Perfect Fit® Blinds OneTouch™ Blinds 





4 Easy Steps 
 There is no need to leave your home or office to find the perfect blind; an advisor will bring our collection to you. Being in the environment the blinds are intended for, will help you to choose from our wide range of fabric designs and colours to perfectly  compliment your accessories and furniture. 

Arrange an appointment with our surveyor We will arrange an appointment time that fits in with you. T: 02380 510333 E: sales@solentblinds.co.uk 
A surveyor will visit you Giving you the opportunity to look at our extensive range of fabrics, our surveyor will advise and assist you in selecting the appropriate product, we will also  provide a no obligation written quotation. 
Placing your order If you are satisfied with your quotation, you can place your order with our office or by mailing us your signed quotation copy. Alternatively, take time to think about the quotation and contact us when you are happy to place an order. 
Installation On a pre-arranged date, our fully qualified fitters will install your order to your complete satisfaction. All our products come with a quality assured guarantee. 

Step 1 
Step 2 
Step 3 
Step 4 
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